An update of the Earth's global annual mean energy budget is given in the light of new observations and analyses. Changes over time and contributions from the land and ocean domains are also detailed.
The abstract for this article can be found in this issue, following the table of contents. W eather and climate on Earth are determined by the amount and distribution of incoming radiation from the sun. For an equilibrium climate, OLR 1 necessarily balances the incoming ASR, although there is a great deal of fascinating atmosphere, ocean, and land phenomena that couple the two. Incoming radiant energy may be scattered and reflected by clouds and aerosols or absorbed in the atmosphere. The transmitted radiation is then either absorbed or reflected at the Earth's surface. Radiant solar or shortwave energy is transformed into sensible heat, latent energy (involving different water states), potential energy, and kinetic energy before being emitted as longwave radiant energy. Energy may be stored for some time, transported in various forms, and converted among the different types, giving rise to a rich variety of weather or turbulent phenomena in the atmosphere and ocean. Moreover, the energy balance can be upset in various ways, changing the climate and associated weather. Kiehl and Trenberth (1997, hereafter KT97 ) reviewed past estimates of the global mean flow of energy through the climate system and presented a new global mean energy budget based on various measurements and models. They also performed a number of radiative computations to examine the spectral features of the incoming and outgoing radiation and determined the role of clouds and various greenhouse gases in the overall radiative energy flows. At the TOA, values relied heavily on observations from the ERBE from 1985 to 1989, when the TOA values were approximately in balance. In this paper we update those estimates based on more recent observations, which include improvements in retrieval methodology and hardware, and discuss continuing sources of uncertainty.
State-of-the-art radiative models for both longwave and shortwave spectral regions were used by KT97 to partition radiant energy for both clear and cloudy skies. Surface sensible and latent heat estimates were based on other observations and analyses. During ERBE, it is now thought that the imbalance at the TOA was small (Levitus et al. 2005) , and KT97 set it to zero. KT97 estimated all of the terms but adjusted the surface sensible heat estimate to ensure an overall balance at the surface. At the TOA, the imbalance in the raw ERBE estimates was adjusted to zero by making small changes to the albedo on the grounds that greatest uncertainties remained in the ASR (Trenberth 1997) . In addition, adjustments were made to allow for the changes observed when one of the three ERBE satellites failed. Improvements are now possible.
KT97 was written at a time when there was a lot of concern over "anomalous cloud absorption." This expression came from observations (Stephens and Tsay 1990; Cess et al. 1995; Ramanathan et al. 1995; Pilewskie and Valero 1995) that suggested that clouds may absorb significantly more shortwave radiation (approximately 20-25 W m −2 ) than was accounted for in model calculations (such as the models employed by KT97). Since then both radiation observations and models have improved (e.g., Oreopoulos et al. 2003) , and so too have estimates of key absorbers, such as water vapor (Kim and Ramanathan 2008) . Other observations have suggested that the absorption by aerosols in KT97 were underestimated by 2-5 W m −2 (Ramanathan et al. 2001; Kim and Ramanathan 2008) so that this amount is lost from the surface.
Major recent advances in understanding the energy budget have been provided by satellite data and globally gridded reanalyses (e.g., Trenberth et al. 2001; Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003a,b, 2004) . Trenberth et al. (2001) performed comprehensive estimates of the atmospheric energy budget based on two first-generation atmospheric reanalyses and several surface flux estimates, and made crude estimates of uncertainty. The atmospheric energy budget has been documented in some detail for the annual cycle (Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003a, 2004) and for ENSO and interannual variability (Trenberth et al. 2002; Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003a) . The radiative aspects have been explored in several studies by Zhang et al. (2004 Zhang et al. ( , 2006 Zhang et al. ( , 2007 based on ISCCP cloud data and other data in an advanced radiative code. In addition, estimates of surface radiation budgets have been given by Gupta et al. (1999) and used by Smith et al. (2002) and Wilber et al. (2006) . These are based on earlier ISCCP data. Wild et al. (2006) evaluated climate models for solar fluxes and note that large uncertainties still exist, even for clear-sky fluxes, although they also note recent improvements in many models.
Many new measurements have now been made from space, notably from CERES instruments on several platforms (Wielicki et al. 1996 (Wielicki et al. , 2006 . Moreover, there are a number of new estimates of the atmospheric energy budget possible from new atmospheric reanalyses, to the extent that the results from the assimilating model can be believed. Several analyses of ocean heat content also help constrain the problem, and together these provide a more holistic view of the global heat balance. Accordingly, Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) provide an assessment of the global energy budgets at TOA and the surface, for the global atmosphere, and ocean and land domains based on a synthesis of satellite retrievals, reanalysis fields, a land surface simulation, and ocean temperature estimates. They constrain the TOA budget to match estimates of the global imbalance during recent periods of satellite coverage associated with changes in atmospheric composition and climate. There is an annual mean transport of energy by the atmosphere from ocean to land regions of 2.2 ± 0.1 PW (1 PW = 10 15 W) primarily in the northern winter when the transport exceeds 5 PW. Fasullo and Trenberth (2008b) go on to evaluate the meridional structure and transports of energy in the atmosphere, ocean, and land for the mean and annual cycle zonal averages over the ocean, land, and global domains. Trenberth and Fasullo (2008) delve into the ocean heat budget in considerable detail and provide an observationally base estimate of energy divergence and a comprehensive assessment of uncertainty.
By separately analyzing the land and ocean domains, Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) discovered a problem in the earlier adjustment made to ERBE data when NOAA-9 failed, and found it desirable to homogenize the record separately over ocean and land rather than simply globally. The result is a revised and slightly larger value for the global OLR than in KT97. However, even bigger changes arise from using CERES data that presumably reflect the improved accuracy of CERES retrievals and its advances in retrieval methodology, including its exploitation of MODIS retrievals for scene identification.
Therefore, in this paper, we build on the results of Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a,b) that provided the overall energy balance for the recent CERES period from March 2000 to May 2004 to update other parts of the energy cycle in the KT97 figure of flows through the atmosphere. To help understand sources of errors and discrepancies among various estimates, we also break down the budgets into land and ocean domains, and we separately examine the ERBE and CERES periods to provide an assessment related to the changes in technology and effects of climate change. We also better incorporate effects of the spatial structure and annual and diurnal cycles, which rectify onto the global mean values.
DATASETS.
Satellite measurements provide the "best estimate" of TOA terms. Satellite retrievals from the ERBE and the CERES (Wielicki et al. 1996) datasets are used (see Fasullo and Trenberth 2008a for details). ERBE estimates are based on observations from three satellites [ERBS, (the scanner failed in January 1987), and for February 1985 -April 1989 . The CERES instruments used here (FM1 and FM2) are flown aboard the Terra satellite, which has a morning equatorial crossing time and was launched in December 1999 with data extending to May 2004 (cutoff for this study). We compile monthly means for the available data period and use those to compute an annual mean.
There is a TOA imbalance of 6.4 W m −2 from CERES data and this is outside of the realm of current estimates of global imbalances (Willis et al. 2004; Hansen et al. 2005; Huang 2006 ) that are expected from observed increases in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. The TOA energy imbalance can probably be most accurately determined from climate models and is estimated to be 0.85 ± 0.15 W m −2 by Hansen et al. (2005) and is supported by estimated recent changes in ocean heat content (Willis et al. 2004; Hansen et al. 2005) . A comprehensive error analysis of the CERES mean budget (Wielicki et al. 2006 ) is used in Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) to guide adjustments of the CERES TOA fluxes so as to match the estimated global imbalance. CERES data are from the SRBAVG (edition 2D rev 1) data product. An upper error bound on the longwave adjustment is 1.5 W m −2 , and OLR was therefore increased uniformly by this amount in constructing a best estimate. We also apply a uniform scaling to albedo such that the global mean increase from 0.286 to 0.298 rather than scaling ASR directly, as per Trenberth (1997) , to address the remaining error. Thus, the net TOA imbalance is reduced to an acceptable but imposed 0.9 W m −2 (about 0.5 PW). Even with this increase, the global mean albedo is significantly smaller than for KT97 based on ERBE [0.298 versus 0.313; see Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) for details].
The most comprehensive estimates of global atmospheric temperature and moisture fields are available from reanalyses of the NRA (Kalnay et al. 1996) and the second-generation ERA-40 (Uppala et al. 2005) and recent JRA (Onogi et al. 2007 ). These reanalyses provide estimates of radiative fluxes at the TOA and surface as well as surface fluxes, and these will be examined here.
A new estimate of the global hydrological cycle is given in Trenberth et al. (2007a) . In particular, various estimates of precipitation are compared and evaluated for the land, ocean, and global domains for the annual and monthly means with error bars assigned. The main global datasets available for precipitation that merge in situ with satellite-based estimates of several kinds, and therefore include ocean coverage, are the GPCP (Adler et al. 2003) and CMAP (Xie and Arkin 1997) . Comparisons of these datasets and others (e.g., Yin et al. 2004 ) reveal large discrepancies over the ocean; and over the tropical oceans, mean amounts in CMAP are greater than GPCP by 10%-15%. GPCP is biased low by 16% at small tropical atolls (Adler et al. 2003) . However, GPCP are considered the more reliable, especially for time series, and use is made of data from 1988 to 2004. The net atmospheric moisture transport from ocean to land, and the corresponding return flow in rivers and runoff was estimated to be 40 ± 1 × 10 3 km 3 yr −1 (Dai and Trenberth 2002; Trenberth et al. 2007a) , which is equivalent to 3.2 ± 0.1 PW of latent energy (error bars are two standard deviations). We also use estimates of the surface heat balance from a comprehensive land surface model, namely, the CLM3, forced with observation-based precipitation, temperature, and other atmospheric forcing to simulate historical land surface conditions (Qian et al. 2006) . The CLM3 simulations provide complementary information for evapotranspiration and the net surface energy flux over land.
Other estimates of radiative and surface fluxes have been derived using satellite data, including those made by the ISCCP (Rossow and Duenas 2004; Zhang et al. 2004 ) and CERES (Loeb et al. 2000 (Loeb et al. , 2007 (Loeb et al. , 2009 Wielicki et al. 2006 ) groups. Zhang et al. (2004) produce the ISCCP-FD version of radiative fluxes based upon ISCCP cloud data and other data in an advanced radiative code. This has been produced in 3-h steps globally on a 280-km grid from July 1983 onward. They estimate, based on comparisons with ERBE, limited CERES, and some surface data, that the errors are of the order of 5-10 W m −2 at TOA and 10-15 W m -2 at the surface. For their dataset the net radiation at the TOA is +4.7 W m −2 for the ERBE period. Kim and Ramanathan (2008) provide updated estimates of the solar radiation budget by making use of many space-based measurements in a model with new treatment of water vapor absorption and aerosols for . The results were validated using surface observations but were not constrained by requirements for a balanced budget. Very recently, Loeb et al. (2009) , stimulated by the Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a,b) results, have provided a CERES team view of the closure for the TOA radiation budget. The TOA imbalance in the original CERES products is reduced by making largest changes to account for the uncertainties in the CERES instrument absolute calibration. They also use a lower value for solar irradiance taken from the recent TIM observations (Kopp et al. 2005) .
Several atlases exist of surface f lux data, but they are fraught with global biases of several tens of watts per meter squared in unconstrained VOS observation-based products (Grist and Josey 2003) that show up, especially when net surface flux fields are globally averaged. These include some based on bulk flux formulas and in situ measurements, such as the Southampton Oceanographic Centre (SOC) from Grist and Josey (2003) , WHOI (Yu et al. 2004; Yu and Weller 2007) , and satellite data, such as the HOAPS data, now available as HOAPS version 3 (Bentamy et al. 2003; Schlosser and Houser 2007) . The latter find that space-based precipitation P and evaporation E estimates are globally out of balance by about an unphysical 5%. There are also spurious variations over time as new satellites and instruments become part of the observing system. Zhang et al. (2006) find uncertainties in ISCCP-FD surface radiative fluxes of 10-15 W m −2 that arise from uncertainties in both near-surface temperatures and tropospheric humidity. Zhang et al. (2007) computed surface ocean energy budgets in more detail by combining radiative results from ISSCP-FD with three surface turbulent flux estimates, from HOAPS-2, NCEP reanalyses, and WHOI (Yu et al. 2004 ). On average, the oceans surface energy flux was +21 W m −2 (downward), indicating that major biases are present. They suggest that the net surface radiative heating may be slightly too large (Zhang et al. 2004 ), but also that latent heat flux variations are too large.
There are spurious trends in the ISCCP data (e.g., Dai et al. 2006 ) and evidence of discontinuities at times of satellite transitions. For instance, Zhang et al. (20007) report earlier excellent agreement of ISCCP-FD with the ERBS series of measurements in the tropics, including the decadal variability. However, the ERBS data have been reprocessed (Wong et al. 2006) , and no significant trend now exists in the OLR, suggesting that the previous agreement was fortuitous (Trenberth et al. 2007b) .
Estimates of the implied ocean heat transport from the NRA, indirect residual techniques, and some coupled models are in reasonable agreement with hydrographic observations (Trenberth and Caron 2001; Grist and Josey 2003; Trenberth and Fasullo 2008) . However, the hydrographic observations also contain significant uncertainties resulting from both large natural variability and assumptions associated with their indirect estimation of the heat transport, and these must be recognized when using them to evaluate the various flux products. Nevertheless, the ocean heat transport implied by the surface fluxes provides a useful metric and constraint for evaluating products.
THE GLObAL mEAN E N E RGy bU DG ET.
The results are given here in Table 1 for the ERBE period, Table 2 of ISCCP-FD (calculated on its native equal-area grid), and the three reanalyses NRA, , and JRA (which have been regridded to a common T63 grid), with two major parts to the table for the TOA (Table 1a) and surface (Table 1b) . Estimates of ocean heat content during ERBE (Levitus et al. 2005 ) suggest that there was little or no change and this applies then to the global net (Fasullo and Trenberth 2008a) . Accordingly, the reanalyses are seriously out of balance by order 10 W m −2 and all produce net cooling. The NRA has a known bias in much too high surface albedo over the oceans (Kalnay et al. 1996) that is especially evident in the ocean TOA values (Table 1) and cloud distribution and properties are responsible for substantial errors in both ASR and OLR (Bony et al. 1997; Weare 1997; Trenberth et al. 2001) . In ERA-40 OLR is too large by 5-30 W m −2 almost everywhere, except in regions of deep convection, and the global bias was 9.4 W m −2 in January 1989 (Trenberth and Smith 2008a) . Problems with clouds also mainly account for the biases in JRA (Trenberth and Smith 2008b) .
At the surface, values are provided for the latent and sensible heat fluxes (LH and SH) as well as the radiative terms, and the net overall is the sum of the solar downward, the net LW upward, and the LH and SH fluxes (upward). The downward land flux associated with global warming (that accounts for melting land ice, etc.) is estimated to be less than about 0.01 PW, or 0.07 W m −2 . Thus, in the reanalyses (Table 1b) , the net downward flux into the ground is too large to be plausible. Over oceans (Table 1b) , to the extent that the net TOA globally is approximately zero for the ERBE period, the ocean warming should also be small and so the net surface flux over ocean is largely a measure of the errors. From Trenberth
Spatial and temporal Sampling
A lthough we are primarily interested in the global mean energy budget in this paper, it is desirable to assess and account for rectification effects. For example, in KT97, we used a single column model constrained by observations, to represent the average fluxes in the atmosphere. We compared results at TOA with those from the NCAR CCM3 and found good agreement, so that the spatial structure was accounted for. At the surface, the outgoing radiation was computed for blackbody emission at 15°C using the Stefan-Boltzmann law
where the emissivity ε was set to 1.
If we define a global mean as T g , then T = T g + T´, where the T´ refers to departures from the global mean in either time or space. Therefore, T 4 = T g 4 (1 + T´/T g ) 4 . We expand the bracket and take the global mean, so that the T´ and T 3 terms vanish, and then
The ratio T´/T g is relatively small. For 1961 -90, Jones et al. (1999 estimate that T g is 287.0 K, and the largest fluctuations in time correspond to the annual cycle of 15.9°C in July to 12.2°C in January, or 1.3%. Accordingly, the extra terms are negligible for temporal variations owing to the compensation from the different hemispheres in day versus night or winter versus summer. However, spatially time-averaged temperatures can vary from −40°C in polar regions to 30°C in the tropical deserts. With a 28.7-K variation (10% of global mean) the last term in (2) is negligible, but the second term becomes a nontrivial 6% increase.
To compute these effects more exactly, we have taken the surface skin temperature from the NRA at T62 resolution and 6-h sampling and computed the correct global mean surface radiation from (1) as 396.4 W m −2 . If we instead take the daily average values, thereby removing the diurnal cycle effects, the value drops to 396.1 W m −2 , or a small negative bias. However, large changes occur if we first take the global mean temperature. In that case the answer is the same for 6-hourly, daily, or climatological means at 389.2 W m −2 . Hence, the lack of resolution of the spatial structure leads to a low bias of about 7.2 W m −2 . Indeed, when we compare the surface upward radiation from reanalyses that resolve the full spatial structure the values range from 393.4 to 396.0 W m −2 . The surface emissivity is not unity, except perhaps in snow and ice regions, and it tends to be lowest in sand and desert regions, thereby slightly offsetting effects of the high temperatures on LW upwelling radiation. It also varies with spectral band (see Chédin et al. 2004 , for discussion). Wilber et al. (1999) estimate the broadband water emissivity as 0.9907 and compute emissions for their best-estimated surface emissivity versus unity. Differences are up to 6 W m −2 in deserts, and can exceed 1.5 W m −2 in barren areas and shrublands. Similar rectification effects may occur for the back radiation to the surface, so that for KT97 the errors tend to offset, but the surface radiation exchanges should be enhanced by about 6 W m −2 . −2 , respectively. Accordingly, the evaporative LH fluxes are too high over land for NRA and over oceans for , JRA, and HOAPS by order of 10 W m −2 , while the values from WHOI and NRA over oceans are reasonably close. Hence, for ERA-40, NRA, and ISCCP-FD, the implication is an error of up to 20 W m −2 at the surface in the other terms, and we believe this is most likely in the net downward LW radiation, as discussed later. Unlike the other reanalyses, JRA has a negative (upward) net surface flux over the oceans that comes from much too large LH, SH, and net LW fluxes upward.
The chronic problems in correctly emulating the distribution and radiative properties of clouds realistically in the reanalyses preclude those as useful guides for our purpose of determining a new global mean value. Accordingly, the most realistic published computations to date appear to be those of Zhang et al. (2004) in the ISCCP-FD dataset in which observed clouds were used every 3 h, at least for the solar components where the TOA view of clouds is most pertinent. For the surface LW radiation, however, the results are highly dependent on the cloud-base height and radiative properties that are not well determined by space-based measurements. Thus, the downwelling LW flux exists as one of the principle uncertainties in the global surface energy budget. Table 2 presents similar results except ERA-40 data are not available and we have included our present best estimate. At the TOA our values are determined from the CERES values as adjusted by Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) . As noted in the "Datasets" section, the TOA energy imbalance can probably be most accurately determined from climate models and Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) reduced the imbalance to be 0.9 W m −2 , where the error bars are ±0.15 W m −2 . For the surface we initially made estimates of the various terms, but encountered an imbalance of order 20 W m −2 , which led us to reexamine the assumptions. At first, we computed the solar radiation absorbed in the atmosphere, the surface-reflected radiation, and the net solar radiation absorbed at the surface by Table 2b for the surface-reflected component. For the absorbed atmospheric solar radiation, the result was 71.6 W m −2 and the solar radiation absorbed at the surface was 167.7 W m −2 . Wild and Roeckner (2006) note the likely importance of improved aerosol climatologies. Moreover, Kim and Ramanathan (2008) find that updated spectroscopic parameters and continuum absorption for water vapor increases the absorption by 4-6 W m −2 relative to these values. In addition, water vapor concentrations have increased throughout the troposphere at about 1.2% decade −1 since the ERBE period (Trenberth et al. 2005 (Trenberth et al. , 2007b . They also note the increase from absorption by aerosols relative to the values of KT97, who placed the net atmospheric absorption at 67 W m −2 . Accordingly, their total absorbed solar radiation is 78.2 W m −2 (where we have adjusted for their different total solar irradiance and albedo), and we adopt this here. Accordingly, the net absorbed at the surface is reduced to 161.2 W m −2 .
CERES period results. For the CERES period, March 2000-May 2004,
Global precipitation should equal global evaporation for a long-term average, and estimates are likely more reliable of the former. However, there is considerable uncertainty in precipitation over both the oceans and land (Trenberth et al. 2007b; Schlosser and Houser 2007) . The latter is mainly due to wind effects, undercatch, and sampling, while the former is due to shortcomings in remote sensing. GPCP values are considered most reliable (Trenberth et al. 2007b) , and for 2000-04 the global mean is 2.63 mm day . In addition, new results from CloudSat (e.g., Stephens and Haynes 2007) may help improve measurements, with prospects mainly for increases in precipitation owing to undersampling low, warm clouds. Consequently, the GPCP values are considered to likely be low. In ). We apportion the latent heat flux values between ocean and land as in Trenberth et al. (2007a) by assuming a runoff into the ocean of 40 × 10 3 km 3 yr −1 (Trenberth et al. 2007a ). The raw values based on GPCP over ocean of 91.9 W m −2 are reasonably close to (within 2%), but are a bit less than estimates of latent heat flux from ). However, we impose the 5% global increase in precipitation only over the ocean, leaving the land precipitation unchanged from GPCP at 2.06 mm day −1 , while the ocean precipitation increases to 3.06 mm day −1 . ERA-40 precipitation values are known to be high and there is a global excess of model precipitation over evaporation (Uppala et al. 2005) . JRA values are the highest over the ocean and JRA latent energy associated with global evaporation exceeds that of precipitation by an unrealistic 3.2 W m −2 for the CERES period.
The SH is available from the reanalyses for all years, and ranges from 15.7 and 18.9 W m −2 globally, from 26.3 to 27.5 W m −2 over land, and from 11.8 to 16.0 W m −2 over the ocean. The value in KT97 was computed as a residual and was unrealistically high at 24 W m −2 . Here we adopt values of 17, 27, and 12 W m −2 for the globe, land, and ocean, and even with uncertainties of 10%, the errors are only order 2 W m −2 . There is widespread agreement among the other estimates that the global mean surface upward LW radiation is about 6 W m −2 higher than the values in KT97 owing to the rectification effects described in the "Spatial and temporal sampling" sidebar. We adopt a value of 396 W m −2 , which is within 2.1 W m −2 of all estimates but is dependent on the skin temperature and surface emissivity (Zhang et al. 2006) and can not be pinned down more accurately. To compute the land and ocean contributions, we use the ISCCP-FD ratios. This leaves the downward and net LW radiation as the final quantities to be computed as a residual. Our first attempt at this left a downward LW radiation much lower than most other estimates both for this and the ERBE period, as well as times in between. In particular it was 24 W m −2 lower than the ISCCP-FD value. This problem is illustrated in Table 2b when the HOAPS surface turbulent fluxes are combined with ISCCP-FD radiation values, because there is a net over the ocean of 9.7 W m −2 , which includes a HOAPS high bias for LH of 12 W m −2 . However, after the adjustments noted above for LH and better accounting for the aerosols and water vapor in the absorbed solar radiation, our revision estimates are 333 and 63 W m −2 for the downward and net LW. The latter is somewhat closer to and within the errors assessed for the ISCCP-FD value. The global annual mean Gupta et al. (1999) values for the surface radiation budget are similar to but with slightly larger discrepancies than for ISCCP-FD; their net LW is 47.9 W m −2 . Several other estimates of downward LW radiation are in the vicinity of 340 W m −2 (e.g., see in Table 1b ) and Wild et al. (2001) have proposed that 344 W m −2 is a best estimate. These and other calculations are improved when performed with validated RRTM LW radiation codes (Wild and Roeckner 2006) . However, Wild et al. (2001) note that considerable uncertainties exist, and especially that there were problems in accurate simulation of thermal emission from a cold, dry, cloud-free atmosphere, and a dependence on water vapor content. The latter may relate to the formulation of the water vapor continuum.
It has been argued that downward LW radiation is more likely to be underestimated owing to the view from satellites, which will miss underlying low clouds and make the cloud base too high. Wild and Roeckner (2006) have argued that the longwave fluxes should typically be rather higher than lower in climate models, which, in turn, are higher than the best estimate given here. Nevertheless, as they discuss, uncertainties are substantial. Zhang et al. (2006) found that the surface LW flux was very sensitive to assumptions about tropospheric water vapor and temperatures, but did not analyze the dependence on clouds. However, the characteristics of clouds on which the back radiation is most dependent, such as cloud base, are not well determined from space-based measurements , and hence there is the need for missions such as CloudSat (e.g., Stephens et al. 2002; Haynes and Stephens 2007) . There are also sources of error in how cloud overlap is treated and there is no unique way to treat the effects of overlap on the downward flux, which introduces uncertainties. For mid-and upper-level clouds, the cloud emissivity assumptions will also affect the estimated downward flux. Another source of error is the amount of water vapor between the surface and the cloud base. In the tropics, the effect of continuum absorption strongly affects the impact of cloud emission on surface longwave fluxes.
In Table 2 , most values are given to the first decimal place because this is necessary to resolve the NET, even though the values are not accurate to that level. Hence, most quantities when converted into Fig. 1 values are appropriately rounded.
DISCUSSION. In the above we have outlined the main issues and sources of problems in determining the energy budgets for Earth. It is desirable to examine the land and ocean domains separately to capitalize on the constraints that come with them related especially to the ability of the two domains to store energy at the surface. In Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) , we determined a best value for the CERES period of 2.2 ± 0.1 PW transport of energy from ocean to land based on TOA measurements plus changes in energy storage in the atmosphere. The reanalyses had values grouped around this value but discrepancies, especially in their time series, relate to changes in the observing system and how those inhomogeneities affected the different reanalyses.
The annual mean transport of energy from the ocean to land occurs mainly in the northern winter where values are about 5 PW as stored energy emerges from the ocean and is transported over land where it can radiate to space (Fasullo and Trenberth 2008a,b) . However, Trenberth et al. (2007a) show that the net transport of moisture from ocean to land as part of the hydrological cycle is equivalent to 3.2 PW of energy for the annual mean. Hence the net dry static energy transport is actually from land to ocean. This is clearly what happens in monsoons, for instance, where warm land and lower surface pressures bring onshore moisture-laden winds that produce monsoon rains and latent heat release while cooling the land and reducing ocean-land temperature and pressure gradients. In general, the vertically integrated latent energy and dry static energy transports are opposite in sign in monsoon and Hadley and Walker circulations throughout the lower latitudes (Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003a,b) and this influences the global budgets.
It is not possible to give very useful error bars to the estimates. Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) provide error bars for the TOA radiation quantities, but they are based on temporal and spatial sampling issues, and more fundamental errors associated with instrumentation, calibration, modeling, and so on, can only be assessed in the qualitative manner we have done here, namely, by providing multiple estimates with some sense of their strengths and weaknesses. Loeb et al. (2009) provide further determinations of both the estimates given here and the sources of errors. In most cases we can readily say that particular estimates are certainly not correct. Examples include the NRA excessive surface ocean albedo that caused large biases in surface reflection and absorption, known problems with cloud distributions in the reanalyses, and situations such as in the reanalyses where the TOA imbalance suggests biases and problems. Hence, we can often dismiss outliers. Thus, while the spread of the various values provides some measure of agreement, it generally greatly overestimates the uncertainty we can assign to our best estimates. Therefore, we have a lot more confidence in the values we have assigned than indicated by the spread within the tables. TOA values are known within about ±3% or better, except that the net is (or was) 0.85 ± 0.15 W m −2 (Hansen et al. 2005) , and surface fluxes are constrained within 5% except for solar-reflected, LH, and LW, where errors may be as much as 10%.
We have attempted to put together energy budgets for the ERBE and CERES periods. Some differences arise from real changes in the climate such as changes in albedo from reduced snow and ice cover, as well as changes in atmospheric circulation and clouds (Trenberth et al. 2007b ). However, changes in albedo are larger than can be accounted for in this way and arise from the improved CERES instruments and processing (Wielicki et al. 2006; Trenberth 2008a, Loeb et al. 2009 ). Increases in surface evaporation appear to be real (Yu and Weller 2007) . Improvements in modeling have led to changes in other values, especially with the ISCCP-FD processing using realistic clouds, but also highlight that simulation of clouds in models used for reanalysis remains a major issue. Recent improvements in aerosol and water vapor absorption in the atmosphere have also been incorporated here.
Although the GPCP estimates of global precipitation are regarded as the best available, it is suspected that they may be biased low in the light of new CloudSat measurements, and we have allowed for this in an ad hoc way. Our resulting ocean LH values are within 3.5% of the best calibrated surface flux product form WHOI. The ERA-40 and JRA models overestimate surface evaporation and the hydrological cycle. In our analysis, the biggest uncertainty and bias comes from the downward longwave radiation. This source of uncertainty is likely mainly from clouds. Accordingly, as well as providing our best estimate of the Earth's energy budget (Fig. 1) we have provided a discussion of problems and issues that can hopefully be addressed in the future.
